Synthesis and photochemistry of photolabile N-glycine derivatives and effects of one on the glycine receptor.
Three photolabile precursors of glycine containing a photosensitive 2-nitrobenzyl moiety attached to the amino group have been synthesized. When exposed to ultraviolet radiation between 308 and 350 nm, the compounds photolyze to release glycine, an important inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. The identification of glycine as a photolysis product was determined by two different methods: separation of the photolyzed sample by thin-layer chromatography followed by a reaction with ninhydrin, and recognition of derivatized glycine using the Waters pico-tag method in conjunction with high-performance liquid chromatography. The photolysis of these compounds at 22 degrees C has been investigated, and the rate of decay of a transient intermediate in the reaction, which is assumed to reflect product release, has been measured. For N-(alpha-carboxy-2-nitrobenzyl)glycine this decay rate was found to be 940 s-1 at pH 6.8 and 600 s-1 at pH 7.5. Additionally, this compound was found to exhibit biological activity upon photolysis; cultured mouse spinal cord cells containing neuronal glycine receptors were used to detect the glycine liberation. The approach adopted here is useful in demonstrating the utility of photolabile precursors of neurotransmitters that have the protecting group linked to the neurotransmitter through the amino group. The rapid photolysis of such compounds to release free neurotransmitter is valuable in gaining access to chemical kinetic studies of neurotransmitter receptors. Previously, such studies have been limited because the available methods for neurotransmitter delivery did not give a sufficiently high time resolution.